I am proud to be part of the
“
Vitalis team and truly stand for the

Creating an

organic world
together

organic and natural way. In my
role as a breeder, I work on the
continuous development of a broad
and modern assortment. Market
needs, growing techniques as well
as consumer preferences like taste
and nutritional value are elements
I consider during my work to offer
quality seed that unfolds its full
potential under organic conditions.
Marcel van Diemen - Manager Breeding Facilities
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Fully committed from
the beginning

With
more than 400
certified organic varieties,
Vitalis is the leading supplier and offers
an extensive assortment of organic vegetable
seeds worldwide. The products are distributed in
more than 35 countries.
Twelve local research stations worldwide ensure
regional adaptation of premium genetics.
Our researchers work closely with local growers, market
experts and the global Vitalis research operation to
provide the different markets with the best suitable and
highest quality certified organic product range available.
We are both, pioneer and innovator for organic
vegetable seeds and contribute to the increasing
availability of organic vegetables
worldwide.

For more than 25 years, we’ve been passionate about
and strongly believe an organic production system
starts with organically produced quality seed.

We don’t simply apply organic techniques to conventionally
produced seed. Our process and our product is organic from end-to-end,
ensuring that our varieties are well adapted to organic growing conditions
in different regions. Outstanding seed quality and viability along with
broad resistances to pests and diseases are a decisive necessity in order
to be profitable. That’s why all of our varieties are thoroughly tested
for seed-born diseases. Moreover, we examine the performance of our
varieties in disease prone organic agriculture systems.

The knowledge and expertise in organic selection and seed production results
in seeds of unmatched quality and performance. Vitalis varieties are certified organic
for the EU, US and Canada, and developed without the use of genetic engineering.

For more
organic vegetable diversity
With the organic
market growing at an average
rate of more than 10% annually
for the past decade, consumer
preferences are more visible
and important than ever for the
development of organic varieties.

Product traits like flavor,
nutritional value and
environmental responsibility are
only a few of the most relevant
points, which we keep in mind
during our breeding activities.

